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1. Introduction

In the past four decades the exploration of moon has become a reality. A
number of missions have been flown to the moon by many countries. Many of
these missions have carried imaging systems that, collectively, have returned
an incredible wealth of information on the shape and surface characteristics of
planetary objects. Mapping of moon began in the seventeenth Century by
Galileo. Chandrayaan‐1 is the India’s first mission to moon for mapping the
different aspects of the lunar surface.

Throughout history, maps and charts have played an important role in the
exploration of earth. Their importance holds true for moon exploration as well.
Maps of the planets are needed by planners of spaceflights to design missions,
including the selection of safe and scientifically fruitful landing sites, and are
the framework for recording measurements from a wide variety of spacecraft
instruments.

Maps of earth’s surface have been produced primarily by piecing together
large‐scale sketches and diagrams since centuries. Control networks were
derived through extensive and laborious ground surveying. By the late
nineteenth century, regional maps were produced in this fashion that was
relatively accurate. With twentieth‐century technology, came the ability to
obtain the synoptic view. Photographs taken from earth‐orbiting satellites
enabled the rapid production of accurate maps. When combined with well
established control networks, these maps have enabled surface features on
earth to be located precisely. Planetary explorers, on the other hand, have had
the global perspective from the beginning, and they have progressed from
global, through regional, to local vantages.

The naming of features is as much a part of map making as are the measuring
and plotting of their locations. Without names , communication of ideas is
impossible. The names applied by explorers on earth often bear their provincial
outlook. Ambiguities abound; settles on different parts of the same river often
know the river by different names. The tradition that the privilege of naming
belongs to the discoverer resulted in hopeless ambiguities, redundancies and
inconsistencies. The International Astronomical Union (IAU) has therefore
assumed control of the naming process. It’s working groups are composed of
planetary scientists from many nations.



2. Lunar Mapping: Global Perspective 

In the 1960 a standardised mapping scheme to cover the planets was
devised by the United States Air Force Mapping and Information Center in
the form of Lunar Aeronautical Charts (LAC). LAC consists of standard
quadrangles at a scale of 1:1 million scale along with standard parallels of
latitude and longitude. In this chart the moon was covered in 144 standard
maps. The projections of the individual LACs vary as a function of latitude.
Maps near the equator are in the Mercator Projection; mid and high
latitudes use the Lambert Conformal Conic (LCC) Projection. Polar regions
within 10 degree of each pole) are mapped in Polar Stereographic. A
summary of the details of LAC chart is presented in table ‐1.

Table‐1: Details of LAC Charts

LAC Latitude Range Longitude Range Map Projection Centre 
Latitude 
of 
Projection

1 80° N ‐ 90° N 360° Polar 
Stereographic

90° N

2‐9 64° N ‐ 80° N 45° LCC 72° N

10‐21 48° N ‐ 64° N 30° LCC 56° N

22‐36 32° N ‐ 48° N 24° LCC 40° N

37‐54 16° N ‐ 32° N 20° LCC 24° N

55‐72 0° ‐ 16° N 20° Mercator N/A

73‐90 16° S – 0° 20° Mercator N/A

91‐108 32° S ‐ 16° S 20° LCC 24° S

109‐123 48° S ‐ 32° S 24° LCC 40° S

124‐135 64° S ‐ 48° S 30° LCC 56° S

136‐143 80° S ‐ 64° S 45° LCC 72° S

144 90° S ‐ 80° S 360° Polar 
Stereographic

90° S

Later NASA has evolved several other index scheme for Lunar Mapping. The main
mapping Index series (LO) are Lunar Map Series (LM), Large Scale Photomap
Series, Lunar Orthophotmap series, Lunar Topographic Orthophoto Map Series
(LTO), Lunar Mosaic Products series (LMP) etc..



The 1:1,000,000 scale Lunar Map (LM) Series is designed to provide
topographic coverage of the entire lunar surface. It is the successor to the
Lunar Astronautical Chart (LAC) Series and closely follows that series in
format and design. However, lunar orbital photography and derivative
mapping and selenodetic works are being used extensively in the LM Series,
resulting in greatly improved definition of topographic detail and positioning
of features. The Lunar Topographic Orthophotmaps and Lunar
Orthophotomaps Series are the first comprehensive and continuous
mapping to be accomplished from Apollo Mission 15‐17 mapping
photographs. This series is also the first major effort to apply recent
advances in orthophotography to lunar mapping. Individual maps of this
series cover 4 degrees of lunar latitude and 5 degrees of lunar longitude
consisting of 1/16 of the area of a 1:1,000,000 scale Lunar Astronautical
Chart (LAC)

The LMP series was first published in January 1970 but without names for
the Farside features. Following the IAU General Assembly in August 1970, a
second edition was issued in October 1970 which included the newly
approved Farside names. However, some minor name changes have
occurred since the October 1970 edition was distributed. LMP‐1 and LMP‐2
are constructed on a Mercator projection with true scale at 34oN‐S latitude.
LMP‐3 contains both the north and south polar areas on the same chart.
These areas are compiled on a Polar Stereographic projection with true scale
tangent at the poles. LMP‐1, 2 and 3 have a common scale at 45oN‐S
latitude. The LMP series represents the best available 1:5,000,000 scale map
coverage of the entire lunar surface.



3. Topographical Mapping from Chandrayaan‐1

Chandrayaan‐1 spacecraft was launched from the Satish Dhawan Space
Centre, SHAR, Sriharikota by PSLV‐XL (PSLV‐C11) on 22 October 2008. The
spacecraft viewed the lunar surface from 100 km circular polar orbit. On
14 November, the Moon Impact Probe (MIP) carrying Indian national flag
was ejected from the Chandrayaan‐1 spacecraft and it hard landed on the
lunar surface near the south polar region. The Chandrayaan‐1 mission is
aimed at three dimensional terrain mapping of lunar surface in high
resolution, geological, mineralogical and chemical mapping and also help
in studying evolutionary history of the Moon. Chandrayaan‐1 has eleven
scientific payloads which include six from India; remaining from USA, UK,
Bulgaria Sweden, Japan and Germany. The aim of Terrain Mapping Camera
(TMC) developed at SAC (ISRO), is to map the topography of both near and
far side of the Moon and prepare a 3‐dimensional atlas with high spatial
resolution of 5 m. Such high resolution mapping of complete lunar surface
will help to understand the evolution processes and allows detailed study
of regions of scientific interests.

Topographic maps are maps that show locations and elevations of natural
and cultural features of a given area. Standard colours and symbols have
been designated for use on these maps . Topographic maps are generally
oriented to show north at the top. Scales and contour intervals vary on
topographic maps depending on the series of the map and the relief (the
variation in elevation). Topographical maps of the moon from
Chandrayaan‐1 Terrain Mapping Camera Images are in the process of
compilation by photogrammetric methods that use stereoscopic
combinations of all the available stereo options. Topographical maps
presented in this collection have been generated at 1:50,000 and 1:25000
mapping scales with a contour interval of 100 m. The contours overlaid on
the map are extracted from the Digital Elevation Model (DEM) generated
by Photogrammetric restitution of Chandrayaan‐1 TMC triplet. The maps
show the names of prominent features (mostly craters) present on the
moon Surface. These maps followed the mapping scheme and standards
prepared by ISRO to prepare global topographical maps of the moon at
1:50,000 ;1:250,000 and 1: 1 million map series.



Coordinate System
Most of the lunar drawings of the seventeenth century, including the famous
ones by Hevelius (1647) and Grimaldi and Riccioli (1651), showed north at
top. An exception was the Cassini (1692) map which had south at the top.
We do not know why Cassini drew his map with south up; the most likely
reason is that he used an inverting eyepiece, which was popular during that
century. Tobias Mayer established a coordinate system for the moon in
which north of the equator was positive latitude, south negative, and the 0
degree meridian was the mean sub‐Earth meridian. East longitude was
positive and the west longitude was negative, following the conventions on
the earth. To give guidance to the Cartographers, Commission 16 of the IAU
(International Astronomical Union) passed a resolution on planetographic
coordinate systems containing two parts:

‐ The rotational pole of a planet or satellite which lies on the north side of
the invariable plane shall be called north, and the northern latitudes shall be
designated as positive.

‐ The Planetographic longitude of the central meridian, as observed from a
direction fixed with respect to an inertial coordinate system, shall increase
with time. The range of longitudes shall extend from 0 degree to 360
degrees.

As per the IAU resolution the longitude range for mapping the moon will be
0 degrees to 360 degrees and the latitude ranges will be 90 degrees north
and 90 degrees south.

This atlas follows the IAU resolution and the convention of mapping of
planets.

Map Projection
The map projections used for this atlas are based on the recommendation of
IAU . As per the IAU guidelines the large scale and medium scale maps
should be in Transverse Mercator projection for equatorial region (70 N to
70 S) and Polar stereographic projection for North and South pole regions
(60N–90N and 60S‐90S). The Center latitude for Polar stereographic
projections are 90 N and 90 S for north and south poles respectively.

4. Specifications for Chandrayaan Maps



Features
Each page of this atlas consists of an overview of 1:50,000 / 1:25,000
annotated topographic image map that depicts a particular region of the
lunar surface. It is not feasible to give a name of every crater on the moon.
Each map consists of at least one name of a crater and also identify the
satellite craters associated with the main crater. We have followed the
Madler system of naming of features on the moon surface. The satellite
craters are usually but not always smaller than the main crater. The
topography has been represented in the form of contour lines in the map.
The contours are generated from the digital elevation models derived
through photogrammetric stereo restitution using indigenously developed
Lunar DEM (LDEM) software from TMC triplet images.

Scale
The original maps published on standard A0 size paper is of 1:50,000 /
1:25,000 scale. Exact map scale varies slightly according to the latitude
extent. The true scale is based on the centre of each 1:250,000 grid of map.

Indexing Scheme
The Indexing scheme used for this atlas is unique and derived first time for
entire moon at 1:250,000, 1:50,000 and 1:25,000 scales. The different index
maps are provided to user to locate the maps from 1:1 M to 1:25,000. This
Indexing scheme is the extension of Lunar Topographic Orthophoto Map
Series (LTO) of NASA.



5. Chandrayaan Lunar Map Indexing Scheme

Figure‐1. Map Index of the Chandrayaan Mapping (1:1 million – Red & 250 K  ‐ Yellow)

Figure‐2. Naming Convention for Chandrayaan Maps at different scales 



Map Index for the Chandrayaan Atlas ( Equatorial Region)
SI No. Latitude (degrees) Longitude (degrees) Map Number

1. 70 d N – 50 d N 0 - 20 14
20 - 40 15
40 - 60 16
60 - 80 17

80 - 100 18
100 - 120 19
120 - 140 20
140 - 160 21
160 - 180 22
180 - 200 23
200 - 220 24
220 - 240 25
240-260 26
260-280 27
280-300 28
300-320 29
320-340 30
340-360 31

2. 50 d N– 30 d N 0 - 20 32
20 - 40 33
40 - 60 34
60 - 80 35

80 - 100 36
100 - 120 37
120 - 140 38
140 - 160 39
160 - 180 40
180 - 200 41
200 - 220 42
220 - 240 43
240-260 44
260-280 45
280-300 46
300-320 47
320-340 48
340-360 49

3 30 d  –10d  N 0 - 20 50
20 - 40 51
40 - 60 52
60 - 80 53

80 - 100 54
100 - 120 55
120 - 140 56
140 - 160 57
160 - 180 58
180 - 200 59
200 - 220 60
220 - 240 61
240-260 62
260-280 63
280-300 64
300-320 65
320-340 66
340-360 67



SI No. Latitude (degrees) Longitude (degrees) Map Number
4. 10 d N – 10 d S 0 - 20 68

20 - 40 69
40 - 60 70
60 - 80 71
80 - 100 72

100 - 120 73
120 - 140 74
140 - 160 75
160 - 180 76
180 - 200 77
200 - 220 78
220 - 240 79
240-260 80
260-280 81
280-300 82
300-320 83
320-340 84
340-360 85

5. 10 d S– 30 d S 0 - 20 86
20 - 40 87
40 - 60 88
60 - 80 89
80 - 100 90

100 - 120 91
120 - 140 92
140 - 160 93
160 - 180 94
180 - 200 95
200 - 220 96
220 - 240 97
240-260 98
260-280 99
280-300 100
300-320 101
320-340 102
340-360 103

6 30 d S  –50d  S 0 - 20 104
20 - 40 105
40 - 60 106
60 - 80 107
80 - 100 108

100 - 120 109
120 - 140 110
140 - 160 111
160 - 180 112
180 - 200 113
200 - 220 114

220 - 240 115

240-260 116

260-280 117

280-300 118

300-320 119

320-340 120
340-360 121



Map Index for the Chandrayaan Atlas ( Polar Region)

SI No. Latitude (degrees) Longitude (degrees) Map Number
7. 50 d S – 70 d S 0 - 20 122

20 - 40 123
40 - 60 124
60 - 80 125
80 - 100 126

100 - 120 127
120 - 140 128
140 - 160 129
160 - 180 130
180 - 200 131
200 - 220 132
220 - 240 133
240-260 134
260-280 135
280-300 136
300-320 137
320-340 138
340-360 139

SI 
No.

Latitude Longitude (degrees) Map Number

1 90 d N – 85d N 0d -360d 01
2 85 d N – 75d N 0d -120 d 02

120d – 240 d 03
240 d- 360 d 04

3 75d – 60 d N 0d – 40d 05
40d -80d 06
80d – 120d 07
120d-160d 08
160d-200d 09
200d-240d 10
240d-280d 11
280d-320d 12
320d-360d 13

4 60 d S – 75d S 0d – 40d 140
40d -80d 141
80d – 120d 142
120d-160d 143
160d-200d 144
200d-240d 145
240d-280d 146
280d-320d 147
320d-360d 148

5 85 d S – 75d S 0d -120 d 149
120d – 240 d 150
240 d- 360 d 151

6 85 d S – 90d S 0d -360d 152



6. About Sample Atlas

This Atlas consists of topographic maps of two areas on lunar
surface at 1:50,000 scale based on the Chandrayaan‐1 TMC
datasets over Tycho and Schluter( North East of Mare Orientale)
craters and a few of the sample map sheets at 1:25,000 scale.
The topographic maps at 1:25,000 scale have been derived
from the 5 m ground resolution TMC images while at 1:50,000
scale maps are derived from 10 m ground resolution datasets.
The sample maps included in this compilation contain both
sides (near side and far side) of lunar surface. These maps are
generated from TMC nadir Ortho‐rectified images and the
corresponding Digital Elevation Models. The maps are
generated with Transverse Mercator projection with Mean
radius of moon datum (1737.4 KM). The Contours at 100 m
interval have been extracted from Digital Elevation Model
generated through indigenously developed LDEM software. The
LOLA point heights and the Clementine images were used as
the Lunar Control Points for geometrical modeling for height
extraction and orthorectification. The nomenclature of the
features is adopted from IAU feature naming conventions for
Planets.



TYCHO

Tycho was named after the Danish astronomer Tycho Brahe
(1546‐1601). This is a prominent lunar impact crater located in
the southern lunar highlands of near side. To the south is the
crater street; to the east is Pictet, and to the north‐northeast is
Saaerides. The surface around Tycho is replete with craters of
various sizes. In these craters many craters are overlapping
older craters. A larger chunk of ejecta from Tycho has formed
smaller secondary craters.

Tycho is a relatively young crater, with an estimated age of 108
million years, based on analysis of samples of the crater rays
recovered during the Apollo 17 mission. The crater is sharply
defined, unlike older craters that have been degraded by
subsequent impacts. The interior has a high albedo that is
prominent when the Sun is overhead, and the crater is
surrounded by a distinctive ray system forming long spokes that
reach as long as 1,500 kilometers. Sections of these rays can be
observed even when Tycho is illuminated only by earth light.

Its inner wall is slumped and terraced, sloping down to a rough
but nearly flat floor exhibiting small, knobby domes. The floor
displays signs of past volcanism, most likely from rock melt
caused by the impact. High resolution images of the floor show
that it is covered in a criss‐crossing array of cracks and small
hills. The central peaks rise nearly 1.5 kilometers above the
floor, and a lesser peak stands just to the northeast of the
primary massif. The main components of the highlands is
suppose to be anorthosite, an aluminium rich mineral.



7. Map Details and Chandrayaan‐1 TMC Coverage 
TYCHO Area Map Index1:250,000

Map Index 1:50,000

121 F 121J

121G 121K

121H 121L

121F20  121F25  121J5

121G16 121G21 121K1

121G17 121G22 121K2

121G18 121G23 121K3

121G19 121G24 121K4

121G20 121G25 121K5

121H16   121H21 121L1

Type: Crater
Geological period: Copernician (From ‐1.1 billions years to
present days)

Size of Crater:
Dimension: 88x88Km / 52x52Mi
Height Range: 4800 m
Height/Wide ratio: 0.0565

Description:
Very young circular formation (100 millions of years).
Very steep and tormented slopes supporting Street to the South
Pictet to the East Tycho E to the North‐West and Tycho A to the
North East. Very high walls in very important terraces. Flat floor. 
Central mountain 1 500 M high with three main summits, 
Crests and hills lines.













































Montes Cordillera & Montes Rook Range

The name Cordillera is an Spanish word means chain of
mountains. Montes Cordillera is a mountain range on the lunar
surface. This feature forms the outer wall of peaks that
surround the Mare Orientale impact basin, the inner ring being
formed by the Montes Rook. This range of peaks lies across the
southwestern limb of the Moon, so that they are observed from
the near side from Earth. Some of the western part of this
range also lies in the far side. The inner face of the range is
distinguished by an uneven, ring‐shaped plain surrounding the
Montes Rook, while the outer extent apparently consists of a
wide blanket of ejecta features deposited during the formation
of the Mare Orientale. These have formed various ridges and
valleys radial to the mare, and have heavily modified nearby
pre‐existing crater formations. Along the inner side of the range
to the northeast is a small lunar mare feature named the Lacus
Autumni or Autumn Lake. This mare runs from the southeast to
the northwest, reaching a maximum width of 90‐100 km. Only
the central and southeastern sections of the lake have regions
of relatively low albedo material typical of a lunar mare. To the
northeast of the range here is the crater pair of Schluter and
Hartwig. Another lunar mare Lucas Veris is found in the south
west of the Montes Rook.



81L1    81L6      81L11   81L16   81L21

81L2     81L7     81L12   81L17   81L22

81L3     81L8     81L13   81L18   81L23

81L4     81L9     81L14   81L19    81L24

81L5     81L10   81L15   81L20   81L25

Map Index1:250,000

Map Index 1:50,000

8. Map Details and Chandrayaan‐1 TMC Coverage 
Montes Cordillera & Montes Rook Range

81L

Type: Crater  (Schluter), Montes (Rook & Cordillera)
Geological period: Not Known
Size of Crater:
Dimension: 150 x 150 km
Height Range: 4850 m

Description:
This is an unique area on moon surface situated in
north east of mare Orientale Crater periphery. This
area consists of two concentric mountain rings
surround the Orientale mare, the inner ring being
named Montes Rook and  an outer ring called the
Montes Cordillera. This area comprises of Montes
(Hills), Lacus (Lakes), mare areas and craters.
The two lakes  in this area are Lacus Veris and
Lacus Autumni. 

Montes Rook

Montes 
Cordillera





















































9. Chandrayaan‐1 Maps
1:25,000 scale
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